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The 164th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will be he]d at 
the 

SKOKIE PUBLIC LIBRARY 

5215 Oakton Avenue 

Skokie, Illinois 

Wednesday, January 25, 1984 8:00 P.M. ' 

rJOTRAM EUR JANUARY: Our guest speaker for the evening will be Dr. Robert M. Whiting, 

Research Associate at the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, who will 

speak on "The Controversial Ebla Tablets." In 1975 a great cache of cuneiform tablets 

was discovered by archeologists at Tell Mardikh in northern Syria, site of the ancient 

city-state of Ebla. Written in a hitherto unknown west Semitic dialect of circa 

2500-2250 B.C.E., they revealed that a powerful civilization had flourished there in 

the declining years of the better-known civilizations of Sumerian and Akkadian Meso-. 

potamia. What made the finds sensational, however, was the claim that many persons 

and places mentioned in the Bible—including the names Abraham and Jerusalem—were 

found on the Ebla tablets. Recent reexamination of the inscriptions has sparked 

refutation of the more extreme claims, but the last word is not in. Dr, Whiting will 

bring us up to date on this fascinating topic and all that it implies for Holy Land 
studies. 

Ruins of the ancient city of Ebia 
in Syria have yielded thousands 
of clay tablets, bringing to light 

a powerful civilization that flourished 
between 2400 and 2250 BC. 
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RECAP OF NOV.-DEG. 1983 MEETING: President Joseph Sporn opened the meeting at 8:00 
o'clock. After brief announcements, he went right into the exhibits ("show and tell"). 
The first exhibitor was Joe Sporn with an old book, yellow with age, printed in 
Europe in the 1600's. An interesting section was about the Spanish Inquisition. 
Harry Flower was next with two new Albert Einstein medals. These were the bronze and 
silver 39mm issues of the German-American Tricentennial of I983. These medals feature 
prominent Americans of German descent. Outstanding was Albert Einstein. Harry also 
had three pages from his album of coins entitled "Commemorative World Coins of Judaic 
Interest." These coins were from Austria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Egypt, Poland, 
Switzerland, West Germany, and Russia. Ben Odesser, the next exhibitor, had two tokens: 
one from the "National Jewish Hospital" at Denver, a 25 mm bronze piece issued in 9^9. 
and another bronze piece issued by the Jewish Vocational Service (JVS) of Chicago, 
which was issued some years ago and recently found in a desk drawer. Ben also had a 
brochure, "American Gathering of Jewish Holocaust Sur¬ 
vivors," from the assembly that took place in Washington, 
D.C., April 11-14, 1983. Saul Needleman was next with 
some early Israeli paper chits or paper tokens: (l) 
Matzoh Money issued by Dr. Wallach in Jerusalem in 1915i 
(2) Zaggagi grocery store money of Jerusalem of the 
1930's; (3) Kotel paper money of Jerusalem, of Hungarian 
origin; and (4) Ha'Poalim Bank Ltd. Cooperative tokens of 10 and 15 Agorot. Bob Leonard 
was the fifth exhibitor, with two books: the new ANS publication, Coins of the Seleucid 
Empire from the Collection of Arthur Houghton by Arthur Houghton, and an offprint of an 
article, "The Beginning of the Hasmonean Coinage," by Yaakov Meshorer. Houghton refers 
to Meshorer’s 1974 article in a footnote on page 83 in which he contends that Meshorer 
misread a monogram as a date and thus misattributed the unique coin which is the subject 
of his article. Don Oppenheim was the next exhibitor with a very interesting check for 
$1000.00 written by Sol. Sulzberger, Treasurer, District No. 1, Independent Order Benai 
Berith, New York, Sept. 18, I898. This check represented the proceeds of the insurance 
on a deceased member of the lodge. The last exhibitor was Aaron Kaplan—he had a U.S. 
coin found in circulation, a Lincoln cent that was hollowed out to use for magic tricks 
(to be changed into a dime). Interesting find, Aaron. 

After the exhibits, Joe conducted the election of INSI officers for 1984. There were no 
nominations from the floor. The slate recommended by the nominating committee was 
unanimously elected. Your 1984 officers are: 

President: Robert Leonard 
1st Vice President: Dr. Emanuel Margoliash 
2nd Vice President: Dr. Herbert Lippitz 

Treasurer: Robert Greenstein 
(Temporary)Secretary: Dr. Saul Needleman 

Harry Flower, a member.of the Board of Directors of AINA, performed the installation of 
officers. The membership congratulates this group and wishes them a very successful 
year. After the installation, Harry called the outgoing President, Joe Sporn, forward 
and presented him with an inscribed "Past President" medal for serving in 1982 and I983. 
Many thanks, Joe! 

Joe Sporn called our attention to the fact that the Librarian of the Skokie Public 
Library has been very cooperative with us and that we should remember her at this time. 
It was decided to give her a plant; Don Oppenheim agreed to deliver this to her. Harry 
Flower suggested that we also present a subscription to The Shekel to the library. This 
was also voted on and approved. 

There was next a recess during which we enjoyed special treats of cakes, candy, and all 
kinds of drinks. We especially thank Peggy Goldsmith for the special goodies, and1 also 
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special thanks to Joe for providing coffee and refreshments for the last two years. At 

this Hanukka meeting, Joe also provided a Menorah ant' candles. The members lit the 

candles and quoted the Hanukka prayer in Hebrew. Thanks, Joe, for making this I983 
Hanukka meeting complete. 

After refreshments, our speaker of the evening, Dr. Saul Needleman, presented a fine 

program on "Hebrew Letters on Medieval Coins of Poland and Hungary." He explained 

that the coins of Hungary have a single Hebrew letter only, which can in most cases be 

identified with a particular Jewish mintmaster. However, the coins of Poland have full 

Hebrew inscriptions,.including such interesting sentiments as "hazel Tov” and "Bracha 

Kosher." References to kings Casimir (1177-1181) and Mieszko III (1173-1209) of Poland 

are also found. Saul also mentioned Hebrew inscriptions found on later European coins, 

particularly the 17th century coins of Scandinavia with the Name of God in Hebrew. His 

talk was most informative and we thank him. After the meeting, some remarks were "a 

most fascinating subject and excellent presentation." 

COINS OF THE ARPAD DYNASTY 

Coins of Miesko III 
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OF ILLINOIS 
£ U L L E T I N Box 427> Skokie, Illinois 60076 

The 165th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will be held at 

the 

SKOKIE RJBLIC LIBRARY 

5215 Oakton Avenue 

Skokie, Illinois 

Wednesday, February 22, 1984 8:00 P.M. 

PROGRAM FOR FEBRUARY: We will have a most unusual and different program this month, 

one that deals with collecting and research rather than Judaic history and numisma¬ 

tics. Mr. Herman E. Kerst will speak to us on "Uruguay and the Development of Airmail 

Service Along the East Coast of South America." Mr. Kerst has been a stamp collector 

for many years and won a silver medal in 1982 at the ESPAMER '82 Stamp Show in Puerto 

Rico. This show features stamps of the countries of North and South America, Spain, 

and Portugal. By profession, Mr. Kerst is a chemical consultant and former editor of 

the newsletter of the Chicago Chemist Club. He is a popular speaker on philatelic 

topics. Join us for an entertaining look It another collecting specialty! 

RECAP OF JANUARY MEETING; The 164th meeting of INSl was called to order at 8:30 P.M. 

with 12 members and one guest (our speaker) present. Following the successful format 

of the Chicago Coin Club, the speaker was presented first. Bob Greenstein introduced 

Dr. Robert Whiting, who spent two years in Aleppo, Syria, at the dig site of Ebla, the 

subject of his presentation. Dr. Whiting has a Ph.D. in ancient Mideastern languages 

and is presently associated with the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. 

Dr. Whiting spent almost one hour describing the dig at Tell Mardikh—about 55 km 

south of Aleppo—where the tablets of Ebla were found. He showed slides of the con¬ 

temporary village, also called Tell Mardikh, and of various buildings, gates, and 

stairways at the dig site. He showed pictures of Palace G and of Ebla and later Arabic 

constructions overlapping each other. One strange anomaly is that a temple of Millen¬ 

ium III lies over a temple of Millenium II. 

Concerning the famous tablets themselves, he described the political and philosophic 

differences between Paolo Matthiae, Director of the Expedition, and Giovanni Pettenato, 

the epigrapher. The chief difference in interpretation of the cuneiform tablets, he 

explained, lies in whether certain characters are taken to be words or syllables, 

whether they are to be translated or pronounced in another language. About 20,000 

tablets are now stored in Aleppo, and the work of translation and publication—by 
both schools—is proceeding rapidly. 

SHOW AND TELL: Sanford Aronin showed an article 

on "Jewish Synagogues in Chicago," written by.him, 

which appeared in a new Krause journal Postcard 

Collector Magazine. He also showed the Jewish 

Day token of the Chicago Century of Progress. 

Congratulations on your fine article, Sandy! Bob 

Leonard brought the Annual Report of the ANS, 

which has his picture in it as part of the large 

group attending the 125th Anniversary Celebration 

in September. Joe Sporn displayed several publications containing articles on Ebla: 
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National Geographic Magazine of December 1978; Science magazine of August 1979, accusing 
Syria of suppressing data on Ebla because the Ebla tablets show connections between 
Israel and Syria; and two other Science articles on Ebla. 

OLD AND NEW BUSINESS: There was no old business. During New Business, President Bob 
Leonard read the list of programs scheduled for 1984. The Treasurer’s report showed 
a -balance of $378.08. 

COMING ATTRACTIONS: Our March meeting will be held SUNDAY, MARCH 18, at the Chicago 

International Coin Fair, held at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, 151 East Wacker Drive near 
Michigan Avenue, at 10:00 A.M. Dr. Arnold R. Saslow, Director of Rare Coins & Classi¬ 
cal Arts Ltd. of South Orange, N.J., has consented to present to us his outstanding 
slide program "Coins of the Bible." Illustrated with beautiful Seabyslide photographs 
of choice ancient Jewish (and other) coins taken by Frank Purvey, Dr. Saslow goes beyond 
the printed text to share his own in-depth knowledge of these coins. Many of our mem¬ 
bers are already familiar with Dr. Saslow through his weekly column, "Ancient World," 
in World Coin News. Make your plans now to enjoy this entertaining and informative 
presentation. 

Israel issues holiday coin 
Jerusalem, Israel — A new 

version of the 10-sheqalim coin 
was placed into circulation Nov. 
1 on the occasion of Hanukkah, 
the Festival of Lights, according 
to S. Aviezer, assistant director 
of the Currency Department at 
the Bank of Israel. 

The reverse side bearing the 
denomination has been rede¬ 
signed to add the word HAN- 
UKKA in both English and 
Hebrew. Between the words is a 
nine-branch Hanukkah lamp. 
Under the English letter “H” is 
a small dot to mark the correct 
pronunciation of the word. 

Designer of the modified 10- 
sheqalim is Gabi Neuman. 

The obverse, which bears an 
ancient galley design, remains 
the same, as does its copper- 
nickel composition. 

Two million of these special 
10-sheqalim coins have been 
struck. The Bank of Israel will 
also continue to supply the regu¬ 
lar-issue 10-sheqalim coins for 
circulation needs. 

In Jewish tradition, it is cus¬ 
tomary to give a child a small 
amount of money called Hanuk¬ 
kah “gelt” during the celebra-. 
tion. It is expected that these 
coins will be used for that pur¬ 
pose as well as for enhancing the 

knowledge and interest of 
youngsters in the coins of Israel. 
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OF ILLINOIS 
BULLETIN Box 427, Skokie, Illinois 60076 

The 166th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will be held at 

SHAARE TIKVAH SYNAGOGUE 

5000 N. Kimball Ave. 

Chicago, .Illinois 

Sunday, March 11 10:15 A.M. 

SPECIAL BREAKFAST MEETING: In conjunction with the Shaare Tikvah Synagogue Men’s 

Club, we will have a special breakfast meeting THIS COMING SUNDAY MORNING at 10:15 

a.m. Bob Greenstein and Saul B. Needleman will share the program, titled "Coins of 

Israel and Judaea." This is our opportunity to introduce INSI to potential members 

and it is IMPORTANT that as many INSI members show up for this special meeting as 

possible—and on time. If we are to bring INSI back up to where it was, we must 

recruit new members, and every member can help by attending this meeting and telling 

the story of Israel numismatics to those present. 

The 167th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will be held at 
the 

CHICAGO INTERNATIONAL COIN FAIR (CICF) 

Hyatt Regency Hotel 

151 East Wacker Drive 

(Near Michigan Avenue) 

Sunday, March 18 10:00 A.M. 

PROGRAM FOR CICF: Our speaker will be Dr. Arnold R. Saslow, Director of Rare Coins & 

Classical Arts Ltd. of South Orange, N.J. and "Ancient World" columnist for World Coin 

News. He will present his outstanding slide program "Coins of the Bible." The slides, 

taken by famous coin photographer Frank Purvey of choice specimens, are part of the 

Seabyslide series, but Dr. Saslow goes beyond the printed text to share his own in- 

depth knowledge oi these fascinating coins. Bill Rosenblum has also been invited to 

attend this meeting and share with us his insights of the Israel coin market, and we 

will try to have J. J. Van Grover drop by also to do the same. Come and hear these 

fine speakers, then visit the bourse after we adjourn! (it isn't so crowded on Sunday 
morning.) Bring a friend! 

RECAP OF FEBRUARY MEETING: The 165th meeting of INSI was called to order by President 

Robert Leonard with an attendance of eleven. Following his policy of having the even¬ 

ing s program first, Bob introduced Mr. Herman E. Kerst who spoke on "Uruguay and the 

Development of Airmail Service Along the Eastern Shore of South America." Mr. Kerst 

is a consulting chemist and former editor of the newsletter of the 

Chicago Chemist Club. Though the program dealt with a philatelic 

topic and was a departure from our usual programs, Mr. Kerst pre¬ 

sented a fascinating expose of how airmail service began in the 

early 20's as challenging flights between Montevideo, Uruguay and 

Buenos Aires, Argentina 120 miles up the Rio de la Plata and grew 
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into increasingly complex flights up to;Rio de;Janerio and then across the Atlantic 
to Africa and Europe or to Miami and the rest pf the United States. He illustrated 
his talk with slides of Elrst Flight‘airplane and zeppelin covers and other covers 
from stopovers along the flight routes. 

Mr. Kerst is considered an expert in this air cover specialty and recently won a 
silver medal at the ESPAMER stamp show in Puerto Rico for his exhibit. President 
Leonard presented an AINA Educational Award to;Mr. Kerst at the conclusion of his 
program. 

SHOW AND TELL; Bob Schwartz showed the new.catalog of Israel State coins, medals, and 
tokens published recently by the IGCAMC. The book is available at $19 and describes 
all the official issues in great detail. Dr. Morris Goldberg showed the bronze edition 
of the Holocaust medal issued by the American Holocaust Committee in conjunction with 
the Holocaust remembrance held in Washington, D.C. last year. The medal also was 
issued in silver and gold. It was designed by Karen Worth. Harry Flower illustrated 
pages from his book on AINA affiliate clubs commemorative medals. Harry has worked on 
this project since 1979 and probably has the most complete collection of these medals 
in existance. AINA plans on publishing this book soon but required that Harry rework 
the manuscript (actually, camera-ready copy) to a format having at least three medals 
to a page instead of the original form with only one per page. Harry also showed a 
set of medals designed by Nat Sobel for the INS of New York showing their club logo. 
The maxi-set has six pieces, each in a different metal including gold. Harry also 
showed the mini-set of five without the gold, which he purchased at the time of issue. 
These were made by the Hamilton Mint in Arlington Heights, who also produced a number 
of mules with the INSNY obverse but unrelated reverses; Harry showed several of these 
which he had picked up at a local flea market. 

. Bob Leonard showed a receipt from the Kedem Credit Bank of Jerusalem from 
19^0 bearing a regular Mandate revenue stamp of 10 mils and a private issue 

V-L'V. ^ tax stamp of 5 mils, these funds having been used to support the Hagana 
created after the Arab riots of 1936. To supplement this, Bob showed one 
of the three varieties of the brass \ mil token dated 5699 (Nov. 1938) which 

served the same purpose as the private issue tax stamp where stamps could not be 
affixed. This token is known as the Hagana Defence token and is becoming increasingly 
scarce. 

BUSINESS; AINA Educational Awards were presented to Dr. Robert Whiting who spoke in 
January on "The Controversial Ebla Tablets" and to Dr. Saul B. Needleman who spoke on 
"Hebrew Letters on Medieval Coins" in December. 

AINA has returned the INSI check intended to pay for a subscription to The Shekel for 
the Skokie Public Library. Instead, AINA is giving the library a complete set of the 
1983 Shekel and will add them to the regular subscription list from now on at no charge. 

Abraham Nachmany, an Israel coin dealer from New York, has donated the 10 sheqelim 
"Hanukka" and "Herzl" coins to INSI for use as door prizes. He has a number of other 
numismatic items available which can be used as door prizes and for other purposes. An 
order for both types of the new trade coins will be placed with the IGCAMC (Hanukka) 
and Mr. Nachmany (Herzl), and the coins will be offered to members at cost at a future 
meeting (perhaps the March 18 meeting, as Mr. Nachmany will have a table at CICF). 
However, there was no interest in placing a club order with IGCAMC for the new state 
medals. 

COMING ATTRACTION: On Sunday, April 8, our meeting will be held at the Bnai Zion Men's 
Club. Saul B. Needleman will speak on "Historical Aspects of Coins of Judaea." Come! 
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The 168th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will be held at 
the 

SKOKIE PUBLIC LIBRARY 

5215 Oakton Avenue 

Skokie, Illinois 

Wednesday, April 25, 1984 8:00 P.M. 

PROGRAM FDR APRIL: Our speaker this month will be Mr. Gerard Anaszewicz, who will 

present a program on "Himyar and Axum," two long-time specialties of his. Mr. 

Anaszewicz, who is currently Vice President and Program Director of the Chicago 

Coin Club, has studied the coins of these two ancient Middle Eastern nations for 

some years now, and should be able to shed some light on the ancestral homes of 

the Yemenite and Falasha Jews (the Himyarites were converted to Judaism, but were 

then conquered by Christian Axum). He is a popular speaker, always well prepared, 

and we look forward to his presentation. Be sure to bring a friend to hear this 
outstanding program! 

RECAP OF I67TH MEETING: The 167th meeting of INSI was called to order in the Water 

Tower Room of the Hyatt Regency Hotel during CICF, The usual order of business was 

waived and Bob Leonard, President, immediately introduced the speaker for the meet- 

ing, Dr. Arnold R, Saslow, a dealer in ancient coins and an expert in coins of 

Judaea and Rome. For the next 45 minutes, Dr. Saslow held the audience of 18 members 

and guests enthralled with little-known stories of incidents 

in history illustrated by slides of coins minted at that 

time. Many of the coins which were shown are extremely rare 

and not usually seen in coin references. Most of the slides 

were from the Seaby slide series; the remainder were taken 

by Dr. Saslow. One revelation of the program was the mention 

that shekels of Tyre with the "KP" mintmark are now believed 

by Dr. Ya'akov Meshorer to have been minted in Jerusalem. 

This presentation was followed immediately by brief discussions of the current 

Judaic market. William Rosenblum presented his views of the market in modern coins 

oi Israel (poor). He was followed by J. J. Van Grover, who echoed Bill's opinion 

o modern Israel coins but suggested that Mandate and ancient coins are doing rather 

agreed the largest market for the commemorative coins today is as 
^ar Mitzvah and wedding gifts. The discussion was rounded out by a discussion of 

Judaic exonumia by Abraham Nachmany, a N.Y. dealer. He tried encouraging the col¬ 

lection of non-coinage Judaica as a substitute, stressing the historic aspects of 

checks, bonds, and other documents. Between the three dealers, INSI members got a 

good idea of what faces them today in their collecting pattern. The one piece of 

g?°+Kne^S ls.that num±smatics seems to be going back to the coin collector instead 
01 the investor. 

During the brief business 

Shaare Tikvah Men's Club 
meeting, Saul B. Needleman gave a brief review of the 

meeting and i -minded members of the forthcoming Bnai Zi on 



Men's Club meeting. As those In attendance were anxious to get down to the bourse 
floor, President Leonard waived all other business and adjourned the meeting at 
11:15 a.m. 

RECAP OF 168TH MEETING: Although only two INSI members were present, Saul Needleman 
presented his excellent program on "Historical Aspects of Coins of Judaea" to a 
large and enthusiastic crowd at the breakfast meeting of the Bnai Zion Men's Club 
April 8. Five persons asked to be added to the club's mailing list afterwards. We 
welcome all of you to our next meeting! 

COIN ORDERS: Coin orders (see below) will be taken at the April meeting. Call Bob 
Greenstein if you are unable to attend. 

Description of the coins: 
Obverse: A filigree likeness of branches and roots in the background, 
and the words in Hebrew "Achvat Yisrael" — Brotherhood. 
Reverse: The State Emblem, the word "Israel" in Hebrew. English and 
Arabic; the mint date Turret - 1984; the nominal value: 10 sheqalim on 
the gold com, 2 sheqalim on the silver proof coin, 1 sheqel orrthe silver 
B.U com. 
Edge: Gold coin — milled; silver proof and B U. coins — 36th anniversary 
of the State of Israel (in ancient Hebrew lettering), and the verse in 
English (Gen. 13, 8): "For we are Kinsmen'. 
Reliefs: Tidhar Dagan; Design: Yitzhak Pugatz 
Minting: Gold — The Royal Canadian Mint — Ottawa 
Silver Proof — The Mint of Stuttgart 
Silver B.U. — La Monnaie de Paris 
Details of the Coins 

No Cat Nominal Metal Diameter Weight Maximum 
value_mm gr_Quantity 

31114303 lOSheqalim Gold/900 Proof 30 17 28 5.000 
21 1 16373 2 Sheqalim Silver/850 Proof 37 28.8 12.000 
21116303 1 Sheqel Silver/860 B.U. 30 14 4 18.000 

Legal tender issued by the Bank of Israel 
Gold and Silver Proof coins: frosted relief on a mirror like background. 

Diameter 
Description mm 

wgt. 
g- 

Face 
Value 

Maximum 
Mintage 

Price 
ILSjI Total 

Complete Set of 3 
Brotherhoood Coins 
(1 gold, 1 silver PR. 
and 1 silver BU) 

$432.00 

Gold . 900 Proof marked 
with Hebrew 'mem1 10 
(limit 1) 30 17.28 sheqelim 3,000 $375.00 

Silver .850 Proof marked 
with Hebrew 'mem' 

(limit 1) 37 28.80 2 
sheqelim 12,000 $ 37.00 

Silver .850 BU marked 
* with "Star of David" 
(limit 2) 30 14.4 1 

sheqelim 18,000 $ 19.00 
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The 169th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will be held at 
the 

SKOKIE RJBLIC LIBRARY 

5215 Oakton Avenue 

Skokie, Illinois 

Wednesday, May 23, 1984 8:00 P.M. 

FOR MAY: Yes, once again it is Auction Time! Our annual donated auction, as 

you know, is the only source of funds for our club other than dues and a small amount 

rom handling com orders. Please bring donations of numismatic and nonnumismatic 

items for sale at this event. Anything that may be sold to another member would be 

appropriate. In addition to coins, medals, tokens, stamps, etc., you may bring books, 

ar 1 tacts, pens, glassware, wine, or any white elephants that you may have. If you 

are unable to attend the auction, please try to make arrangements with a fellow mem- 

er o ring your material to the meeting. Come prepared to have a lot of fun and to 

T\Vl8 a frl6nd! Refreshments will be served as usual, and 
we will have our Show and Tell" exhibits as always. 

g_SCAP OF APRI_L_ MEETING! The 168th meeting of INSI was called to order at 8:25 p.m. by 

dentfiSL i m ' N1e?dl®man/" the absense of President Robert Leonard and Vice Presi¬ 
dents Emanuel Margoliash and Herbert Lippitz, all of whom were away on business trips. 

The financial status of the club was reported by Robert Greenstein, Treasurer. 

Orders were taken for the new Israel coin issues and the previous orders for 10 

Wse<1f aoKS8P (fesular and Channukah) and Herzl coins were distributed. A number of 
Herzl Chai sets were sold for the benefit of the INSI treasury. 

It was de^def?L+°fTMq?inrS^the +Synagogue speaker’s program was discussed at length, 

addition to f Sh+°Uld c°ntinue this Program but that these sessions be in 
addition to our regular meetings rather than replacements. Norbert Jericho and Bm 
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Odesser suggested that the program be extended to veteran's groups and community 

centers as well as synagogues and churches. Norbert and Ben have agreed to contact 

various groups to arrange for programs. The point was made that we have a number of 

members who can present a variety of topics beyond coins of Judaea (subject of the 

first two presentations). In addition, it was stressed that member attendance is very 

important if we are to get our membership message across at these outside meetings. 

The success of INSI programs depends on the active participation of INSI members. 

Speaker for the evening was Jerry Anaszewicz, Vice President of the Chicago Coin Club 

ant a specialist in the coins of Russia. Jerry has extended his formal numismatic 

interests to the more exotic areas of the coinage of Axum and Himyar, the subject of 

his presentation. Axum occupied part of present day Ethiopia and at one time was 

considered to be one of the four major powers of the Western and Middle Eastern world. 

The Himyar kingdom was located in what is now Arabia and was conquered by the Axumites 

in ancient times. Through slides and actual coins, Jerry traced the rise of pagan 

Axum followed by conversion to Christianity and eventual demise. Most interesting was 

the insertion into Axumite coins of gold inlay into the silver and bronze issues. He 

also showed the great similarity of Himyarite coins to the style of Roman and Greek 

coinage. A lively question and answer period closed the program. 

SHOW AND TELL: Harry Flower showed a news clipping announcing the new Florida INS 
copper-nickel goldine token with a map of Florida. He presented three medals showing 

Jewish personalities: one of Dmitri Mendeleev, who developed the concept of valency 

and the periodic table of elements (this is a Russian issue of 1984); the other two 

were of Albert Einstein, one being a Hungarian issue of 1975 t>y Marie Osbath in bronze 

uniface and the largest Einstein medal in Harry's collection, and the other being the 

smallest in Harry's collection—a gold issue of Germany. Harry now has a total of 70 

Einstein medals of 41 different types. Ben Odesser showed a souvenir scrap book he 

had created during the latest Israel Study Tour, including the Official Tour Medal, 

the Knesset token, and a tree-planting token honoring the 75th anniversary of KKU. 

In addition he showed a succoth pin, a Baron Rothschild medal, a "Z'dakah" charity 

token, and an article from the Jewish War Veterans magazine. Jerry Anaszewicz 

showed a scyphate Himyarite coin which predates the scyphate coins of the 

Byzantines. Saul Needleman illustrated a cut Spanish coin of Cura- 

\>li^^)cao and a counter stamped issue of St. Eustatius island with a brief 

history of the Jewish population of the islands. Curacao has the 

oldest Jewish congregation in North America (1659) with the Jewish pre¬ 

sence beginning in 1634. Jews came to St. Eustatius in 1660. This is¬ 

land was the first to fly the Stars and Stripes during the American Revolution. 

PERSONALS: Congratulations to Harry Flower and Saul Needleman, recent exhibit award 

winners at major regional coin shows! Harry won Best of Show for his exhibit of 

Albert Einstein medals at the Greater New York Coin Convention, while Saul won Second 

in Coins Prior to 1500 A.D. for his exhibit entitled "The Style and Development of 

the English Penny" at the Central States Numismatic Society Convention in Milwaukee. 

Bob Leonard was also able to drop by the AINA convention in New York for a couple of 

hours at the conclusion of a business trip to New Jersey, and has just returned from 

a one-week business trip to Israel. 

1984 INSI OFFICERS: 

President: 

1st Vice President: 

2nd Vice President: 

Treasurer: 

Secretary: 

Robert Leonard 

Dr. Emanuel Margoliash 

Dr. Herbert Lippitz 

Robert Greenstein 

Dr. Saul Needleman 

INSI PAST PRESIDENTS: 

Joseph Sporn 

Peggy Goldsmith 

Dr. Morris Goldberg 

Stewart Koppel 

Dr. Saul Needleman 

Harry Flower 
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INSI BRIEFS 

Spertus College 
loses $100,000 
in ancient coins 

GOLD, SILVER and bronze coins worth $100,000 
were stolen Tuesday from the third-floor library and 
museum of Spertus College of Judaica, 618 S. Michigan 
Ave. 

Wentworth Area detectives said the burglars broke 
into the museum on the first day of Passover by 
scaling a fire escape to the 10th floor roof of the 
building, breaking a skylight and going to the third 
floor, where they broke into metal cabinets and took 
approximately 200 of the coins. 

Some of the coins were 2,500 years old, dating to 
ancient Roman and Greek civilizations, said Arthur 
Feldman, museum director. 

“It was a reasonably extensive collection,” said 
Feldman, who declined to give specific descriptions of 
any of the coins and said that as far as he knows, the 

.stolen items include no one-of-a-kind coins. 

HE SAID A PRECISE inventory has not yet been 
made of the missing items. “Lots of things were 
strewn around” in the wake of the theft, Feldman said. 

“They’re part of the Jewish cultural heritage,” he 
said. “It seems with a major Jewish holiday, they 
might have thought we were more susceptible. It’s not 
an uncommon thing in our history. 

“We feel we have a sacred trust to hold these things 
for history. There's more of a sense of disrespect when 
they steal from a religious institution. A lot of these 
things are not replaceable.” 

The burglars also stole an IBM elecric typewriter, 
which they left on the roof. They tripped a burglar 
alarm at 3:18 a.m., bringing Central District police to 
the scene, but the burglars escaped. The loss of the 
coins was not discovered until 7:15 a.m. 

—Chicago Tribune, April 18, 1984 



JUNE 1984 BULLETIN Box 427, Skokie, Illinois 60076 

NO MEETING 

WILL BE HELD 

THIS MONTH 
iimnm 

PROGRAM FOR JUNE; Due to a dispute with the Skokie Public Library, we have been forced 

to cancel the June meeting. We will meet in July and August this year, however. 

RECAP OF MAY MEETING: The 169th meeting of INSI was called to order by President 

Robert Leonard with 16 members and guests in attendance. Guests included Aida Lone, 

Herman Katz, Doris Small, and Herbert Hubert. It was pointed out that Mr. Katz 

attended the meeting as a result of the Synagogue Speaker's Program and Mr. Hubert 

because of continued correspondence with one of our members. We welcome our guests 

and hope they will continue to attend meetings. 

Our scheduled program, the donated auction, bad to be cancelled unexpectedly because 

it was discovered to be contrary to Skokie Public Library policy. Fortunately, several 

members pledged donations totalling $59*00 for continued support of the Club. In place 
of the auction, the large number of excellent displays provided a most interesting 
program for the evening. 

The first presentation was by Saul B, Needleman, who displayed and discussed a number 

of Jewish small change transportation tokens as described in the detailed article by 

Sylvia Haffner Magnus in the Jan.-Feb. 1984 Shekel. The article discusses details 

about the tokens not contained in her earlier book. In addition Saul showed several 

types of grocery and food tokens sold to consumers at discount prices as another form 

of charity for the poor. He pointed out that such food tokens from Jerusalem could 

almost be collected by neighborhood. Robert Leonard, who was in Israel two weeks ago, 

showed several numismatic items he acquired during his visit there. He began with a 

polished stone weight of the precoinage era, circa 800 B.C.E., based on the shekel 

system marked with a "chef" for 20 (?). He also displayed two brass earrings sup¬ 

ported by quotes from the Bible suggesting the use of earrings as a form of money. 

Bob skipped through 2,000 years of numismatic history by illustrating several coins 

beginning with an example of the lily/anchor coin of Alexander Jannaeus (Meshorer 5-A) 

overstruck with a Hebrew inscription and double cornucopiae (Meshorer 1?, 1?A). This 

coin has been attributed to Alexander Jannaeus to appease the Pharisees because the 

legend has the name Yonatan instead of Yehonatan (the first letters of YHWH having 

been dropped). Others have attributed this unusual coin to Queen Alexandra or 

Jonathan Hyrcanus II. Next came three Judaea Capta coins, one of Titus and two of 

Domitian. Bob moved into the Byzantine period with a coin of Leo and two pieces of 

Aj_ab-Byzantine types which imitate the Byzantine style. One of these pieces was 

struck on a^cut third of another coin. Such pieces are described in the Israel 

jjumismatic Journal 11/3-4, I964. The presentation was concluded with three later 

Arabic pieces (one with a palm branch similar to the Procurator designs) and a 
Crusader coin of Cyprus (King Jacques II, 1460-1473). 

Ben_p^esser read two letters from a pastor he met on the AINA Israel tour. Ben 

described thetransition from an ignorant tourist to a strong supporter of Israel in 



this person. Harry Flower showed an article from the Israel 

Maritime Museum magazine on the Zim line, whose plastic 

Sabbath" tokens he talked about at a recent meeting. Harry 

then showed his newest Einstein medals. The first was a sil¬ 

ver piece from Germany showing on one side four American 

astronauts and on the other, four scientists responsible for 

making the exploration of space possible, one of whom was 

Einstein. Next was a silver bar in the 100 Greatest Ameri¬ 

cans series. Finally he showed a new issue in the New York 

University's ■ American Hall of Fame series, #81, the ori¬ 

ginal Einstein medal, but in nickel. Don Oppenheim showed 

a Persian spice box from circa 1825 in the shape of a fish. 

He explained that the fish is an old Jewish symbol referring to Noah's flood, but when 

the Christians adopted the fish symbol, the Jews dropped it. The final exhibitor was 

Herbert Hubert, one of the guests, who discussed a medal recently minted by the city 

of Worms in Germany commemorating the oldest synagogue in Europe, built 950 years ago. 

The Raschi Synagogue in worms was destroyed in "Crystal Night" but local residents 

(including Christians) saved the stones which have now been used in reconstructing the 

structure. Actually the Raschi Synagogue contains two separate synagogues within its 

walls one for men and one for women. This differs from the usual, where a curtain 

separtates the two sections. 

In the brief business meeting, it was announced that Harry Flower won Best of Show at 

the AINA Greater New York Coin Convention earlier this month. Harry is featured in 

Coin_World. Saul B. Needleman won Second Place in "Coins Prior to 1500" at the Central 

States show in Milwaukee* Bob Greenstein and Saul Needleman were given AINA Education 

Awards for recent synagogue presentations. 

Bob Greenstein announced that new legislation which recently passed the Illinois Senate 

is now up for consideration in the House. Senate Bill #1727 provides for abolishment 

Illinois Sales Tax on the sale of gold, silver, and platinum bullion metal or bull¬ 

ion coins 980/1000 fine or better. Members were asked to contact their State Represen¬ 

tative and urge passage of the bill in the House. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 

PROGRAM FDR JULY: An ANA slide program, Coins and Early Christianity, has been reserved 

for the July meeting. It includes 38 color slides of coins mentioned in the Bible, 

coins struck by persons who played important roles during this time, and coins closely 

associated with this historical period in the Near East. 



AUGUST 1984 

OF ILLINOIS 

B U L L £ T I N Box 427' Skokie, Illinois 60076 

The l?0th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will he held on 

Wednesday, September 19 

PLACE TO BE DETERMINED 

The July and August meetings have had to be cancelled because the club was denied 

meeting priviledges at the Skokie Public Library. We hope to return to the library 

next year, but in the meantime are without a place to meet. A number of locations 

in the area have been investigated, and a board meeting will be held soon to choose 

a location and confirm our programs for the balance of the year. 

PERSONALS; Dr. Saul B. Needleman's exhibit on The Origin and Development of the English 

Penny won first in foreign coins prior to 1500 C.E. at the recent A.N.A. Convention in 

Detroit, while Harry Flower took second in medals with his exhibit of numismatic 

tributes to Albert Einstein. Dr. Needleman and Bob Leonard both spoke at the Little 

Theatre at the A.N.A. Convention, Dr. Needleman on his exhibit topic and Bob Leonard 

on coins of the "Lost State" of Franklin. Member Ben Odesser also attended many A.N.A. 

events. 

INSI BRIEFS 

A TOKEN OF MEA SHE’ARIM 

by Robert Leonard 

Probably the most famous of Jerusalem's many neighborhoods, apart from the Old City 

itself, is Mea She'arim. Founded in 1874 or 1875 by Ashkenazi Jews, it was one of the 

earliest settlements outside the walls of the Old City. The inhabitants are notorious 

for their fanatical Orthodoxy: only Yiddish is spoken, as Hebrew is reserved for the 

language of prayer; the men wear sidelocks and dress in the long black kapote (caftan) 

and streimel (round felt- hat, sometimes trimmed with fur), of medieval Poland, while 

the women wear high-necked, long-sleeved dresses and kerchiefs; signs put up by the 

Committee for Guarding Modesty warn visitors against passing through the streets 

immodestly dressed (i.e,, with head uncovered or wearing shorts); they are such strict 

Sabbatarians that they have occasionally stoned cars passing along the Jaffa Road, near 

Mea She arim, for driving on the Sabbath; a.nd finally, they do not even recognize the 

State of Israel itself, because the Messiah has not yet come! 



The name Mea She'arim, which means a hundredfold in Hebrew, is probably derived from 

Genesis 26:12 "Then Isaac sowed in that land, and received in the same year an 

hundredfold, and the Lord blessed him." Since Mea She'arim is, or was, surrounded by 

a wall with many gates which are closed at sundown on the Sabbath, a popular tradition 

arose that the name—which can also mean one hundred gates in Hebrew—refers to them, 

and that there are a total of 100 of them. 

The residents of Mea She'arim belong to a myriad of sects, each with its own revered 

leader and synagogue. Of these, the most extreme Orthodox sect of all is said to be 

the "Naturei Karta" ("Guardians of the City" in Aramaic). Their center is the 

synagogue Torah Veirah. 

During the 1930's and 1940's and perhaps earlier, a number of grocery stores in 

Jerusalem issued rectangular cardboard tokens as a means of advancing credit to 

their custormers. These tokens may also have been used to make change during a coin 

shortage; in any case, they appear to have been widely used and may have seen general 

circulation. Among these issues was one of the grocery store of Yehuda Deutch, Mea 

She'arim. 

These tokens were printed in black on cardboard 69 mm by 50 mm. A 2 mil blue card¬ 

board is known, but probably other denominations were issued as well. A typical set 

consisted of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, and sometimes 250 mils, each denomination in a 

different color, though not all values were issued by each store. A Hebrew inscription 

gives the name of the store, its location, and the denomination. 

The study of these rare tokens, long neglected, can aid our understanding of life in 

the Jewish neighborhoods of Jerusalem prior to the foundation of the State of Israel. 

References: 

Anonymous, The Holiday Guide to Israel, New York, 1979» PP- 48-49. 

Mann, Sylvia, This is Israel, Herzlia, I98O, p. 50. 

Matalon, Samuel, personal communications, I983 and 1984. 

Vilnay, Zev, Ph.D. Israel Guide, Jerusalem, I96Iv p. 123. 
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SEPTEMBER 1984 BULLETIN Box 427, Skokie, Illinois 60076 

The 170th Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will "be held at 

BETH EMIT SYNAGOGUE 

Dempster and Ridge 

Evanston, Illinois 

Wednesday, September 19» 1984 8:00 P.M. 

PROGRAM FOR SEPTEMBER: What treatment does Walter Breen recommend as safe for 

delicate proof coins? What chemical does the British Museum's Senior Conservation 

Officer encourage for the preliminary cleaning of all ancient coins? How can you 

remove the sticky green deposits from coins stored in PVG plastic holders? We'll 

learn the answers to these questions and more from our program, "Professional 

Secrets of Coin Cleaning." Our own Boh Leonard, who studied coin cleaning at the 

British Museum this summer as part of a summer school on Greek and Roman numismatics, 

will present this program. Cleaning tips from our members are welcome too! 

umismAbic 

OF ILLINOIS 

DIRECTIONS TO OUR NEW MEETING PLACE: Beth Emit, the Free Synagogue, is located at 

1224 Dempster in Evanston, at the corner of Dempster and Ridge, (it is about as far 

from the Dempster Street exit of the Edens Expressway as the Skokie Public Library, 

though in the opposite direction.) You may enter the Synagogue's parking lot from 

Dempster when travelling east on Dempster only; no left turn is permitted going 

west. If coming from the east, go north on Asbury Street and enter the parking lot 

from Asbury. We plan to meet in Room 103 on the ground floor, but may perhaps move 

to another room if necessary. We will be the only group meeting in Beth Emit that 

night, so we shouldn't be hard to find! (Many thanks to Mr. Herbert Hubert for 
obtaining this new meeting place for us.) 
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COMING ATTRACTIONS: On October 24 our speaker will be Mr. George Lill III, who will 

present a program on "Modern Currency Inflations of Latin America." With Israel's 

inflation rate soaring to 400%, parallels are beginning to appear between Israel and 

several well-known banana republics. Mr. Lill, a popular coin club speaker in the 

Chicago area, has resided in Latin America during periods of fierce inflation. Our 

November 28 meeting will feature Mr. Thomas DeLorey of Numisco, formerly Senior 

Authenticator for the ANA Certification Service, who will present an illustrated 

program on "Detecting Counterfeit Coins." Don’t miss these fine meetings! 
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OCTOBER 1984 BULLETIN Box 427, Skokie, Illinois 60076 

The 1?1st Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will be held at 

BETH EMET SYNAGOGUE 

Dempster and Ridge 

Evanston, Illinois 

W ednesday, 0c t ober 24, 1984 8:00 P.M. 

PROGRAM FOR OCTOBER: Our guest speaker for the evening will be Mr. George Lill III, 

who will present a program on "Modern Currency Inflations of Latin America." Mr. 

Lill, a popular coin club speaker in the Chicago area, has resided in Latin America 

during periods of runaway inflation. With Israel's Inflation rate soaring to 400%, 

parallels are beginning to appear between Israel and certain banana republics. Come 

and hear this interesting and timely program. Bring a guest! 

RECAP OF SEPTEMBER MEETING: The 170th meeting of INSI was called to order by President 

Robert Leonard at Beth Emet Synagogue in Evanston. Ten members were present in spite 

of the last minute announcement of the meeting. Because of misunderstandings and ill- 

feelings of uncertain origin generated at the Skokie Library, INSI will meet at Beth 

Emet. ihe new site is just as convenient for most members (straight east on Dempster), 

ample parking space is available, and meetings will not be restricted as to content by 

the Synagogue as they were at the library. We thank our new member, Mr. Herbert Hubert, 

for his efforts in arranging matters, and members of the Synagogue for their welcome. 

A strong program has been arranged for the rest of the year. All we need now are the 

bright shining faces of members and their guests in attendance. We're fighting to 

survive as a viable club. We’re trying. Help us by attending! 

Speaker for the evening was President Leonard who presented an interesting and inform- 

bn c4eaninS coins largely based on information he gathered in a course taken 
a° the Institute of Classical Studies in London, England, this past summer. We learned 

that modern gold or silver proof coins can be given an ammonia dip or washed with 

ketone (MEK) to restore luster. Copper proofs should be treated with MEK 
or CARE, a commercial dip. Coins which have been stored in vinyl holders and have 

eveloped green scum can be treated with 1,1,1-trichloroethane or chloroform to remove 

then?^Stl?1ZerS and Corrosion- Circulated coins can be handled with Crest toothpaste 
or CARE. Ancient copper or orichalcum coins should be immersed in \Q>% formic acid for 

anCi then washeS thoroughly and dipped into ammonia. Ancient silver coins 
should be treated with 5% formic acid for 30 minute intervals or with a silver dip. 

^ob discussed other coin cleaning methods presented in Coin Collections, Their 

Classification and Presentation, a UNESCO publication. Medieval coins, 
because they were so thin and fragile, frequently require lacquering of one side to 
protect and strengthen the coin while the other side is cleaned. 

|HCW AND TELL; garrj_Flower presented the latest acquisitions to his constantly- 

expanding Einstein collection. Unique were two "Hobo Nickels” re-engraved with the 

coinsefrom San Mp * lnSt6+w sPecially for Harry. He also showed ni 
lanwaf Marino ^ the box of issiae with the accompanying booklet in five 
languages. The bi-metallic .500 Lire coin depicts the portrait of Albert Einstein. 
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Harry continued his exhibit with two books, one titled Images of Einstein, issued by 

the American Institute of Physics, New York, 19?9, and the other titled Einstein 1879- 

1979, issued by the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, 19?9. 

Saul Needleman began his exhibit with two jetons from the Netherlands showing JEHOVAH 

in Hebrew. These were from the late 1500’s and commemorated events in the religious 

wars then sweeping Europe. Next he presented an amulet in the shape of a star made 

from silvered sheet metal. The filigree piece comes from the Falasha community of 

Ethiopia. His final display was of two large penny tokens of 19th century England. 

One had been hammered along the edge to produce a broad rim onto which were engraved 

flowers, leaves, vines, etc. The token itself referred to the abolition of slavery by 

Great Britain in 180? and was used as currency in Sierra Leone. The second piece was 

a charity token payable at the corporation (workhouse) in Tunstead and Happing, Norfolk. 

Ben Odesser was the final exhibitor, beginning with a Reagan campaign button in Hebrew 

and English and a membership card issued by the "Friends of the Association for the 

Welfare of Soldiers in Israel." His main exhibit, however, was a large bronze medal 

honoring Sir Moses Montefiore and commemorating his 1841 trip to Egypt to plead for 

the safety of nine Jews held prisoner in Syria. The medal pictured the bust of 

Montefiore and his personal coat of arms. It was commissioned by Montefiore's co¬ 

religionists of Hamburg in his honor. 

OLD AND NEW BUSINESS; Coin orders were distributed by Treasurer Robert Greenstein and 

the new 50 and 100 sheqel coins were offered for sale. The new "Tomb of Absalom" coins, 

third in a series of historic site commemoratives, were announced. 

The subject of a Greater Chicago Coin Show sponsored by AINA was discussed at length. 

The interest level in creating a new show run by INSI received little to no enthu¬ 

siasm. The possibility of working in conjunction with an existing bourse presents 

the only potential for bringing AINA into Chicago. 

The meeting was adjourned with an announcement that we are still looking for speakers 

and speaker nights for our membership recruitment program. 

COMING ATTRACTION: Mr. Thomas DeLorey of Numisco, former Senior Authenticator for 

ANACS, will present a program on "Detecting Counterfeit Coins" illustrated by slides 

of key cents and nickels from the ANACS photo files. While most of us do not collect 

key cents and nickels, the principles of counterfeit detection illustrated by these 

examples apply to most other modern coins as well. Mr. DeLorey has presented many 

programs on counterfeit detection for ANACS and is known as one of the leading experts 

in the United States on the subject. Be sure to come and hear him at our November 28 

meeting! 

COIN ORDERS: Orders for the new Kidron Valley commemorative coins showing Absalom's 

Tomb will be taken at the October meeting. 
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Description of the Coin: 

Obverse: Kidron Valley Monuments, stressing Absalom's Tomb. Olive trees 
allude to the Mt. of Olives (Gethsamane). In the background, the hills of 
Jerusalem and the Old City walls. The words "Valley of Kidron" in English 
and Hebrew. 

Reverse: The nominal value: 5 Sheqels (gold coin); 1 sheqel (silver Proof 
coin); k sheqel (silver B.U. coin). The symbol of the State of Israel, "Israel" 
in Hebrew, English and Arabic and'the date, 1984. 

Edge: 12 sections, alluding to the 12 Tribes of Israel 
Design: Obverse — Z. Lipman; reverse — D. Gelbart 
Gypsum Models: T. Dagan 
Mint: Gold — The Mint of Berne 

Silver Proof coin -- The Mint of Stuttgart; B.U. Coin — The Mint of Paris 

The coins are protected by a display capsule and guarantied by a "Certificate 
of Authenticity". The Proof coins marked with Hebrew letter "men" are minted 
with grosted relief on a brilliant background, and are presented in deluxe velvet 
lined cases. The B.U. coin marked with Star of David is minted with a uniform finish. 
Alternatively, the three coins are available as a set, presented in an attractive 
display case. 

Details of Coins 
Nominal Diametex> Weight Maximum Price 

Value mm gr. Edge Minting US $ Quant. TOTAL 

Gold/900 ' 
(limit 1) 

5 Sheqalim 22 8.63 milled 5,000 $175.00 

Silver/850 Proof 
( in : ‘ 

1 Sheqel 30 14.4 milled 11,000 24.00 

Silver/850 BU 
(limit 2) 

7 . • 1 ■ . . . 

h Sheqel 23 7. 2 smooth 14,000 11.00 

TOTAL ENCLOSED U.S.$ ______ 

All prices include postage/Handling. 
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NOVEMBER 1984 BULLETIN Box 427, Skokie, Illinois 60076 

The 172nd Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will he held at 

BETH EMET SYNAGOGUE 

Dempster and Ridge 

Evanston, Illinois 

Wednesday, November 28, 1984 8:00 P.M. 

PROGRAM FOR NOVEMBER: Counterfeits! Sooner or later, every collector runs across 

them. But they needn't he a problem if you are alert and know what to look for and 

how to protect yourself from especially deceptive copies and alterations. Our program 

tonight is "Detecting Counterfeit Coins," illustrated by A.N.A. Slide Set #51 

"Counterfeit Detection: Key Cents and Nickels." (While these coins are not of course 

Judaic, the same principles of counterfeit detection apply to all modern coins.) We 

are indeed fortunate to have this program presented by one of the leading experts on 

counterfeit coins in the country—a person who has presented many seminars on counter¬ 

feit detection—Mr. Thomas DeLorey of Nuinisco, formerly Senior Authenticator for the 

A.N.A. Certification Service, ANACS. Bring a guest along to hear this outstanding 

program! 

RECAP OF OCTOBER MEETING: The 171st meeting of the Israel.Numismatic Society of 

Illinois was called to order at 8:00 p.m. In the absence of President Robert Leonard, 

Dr. Emanuel Margoliash, 1st Vice-President, presided. Treasurer Robert Greenstein 

announced that he was accepting orders for coins or medals from I.G.C.A.M.C. Mr. Her¬ 

bert Hubert asked if the meetings could be planned to end before 10:00 p.m. so that 

the custodian could lock the building by 10:00 o'clock. To do this, it is important 

that meetings begin promptly at 8:00 p.m. 

As there were a number 'of questions concerning the planned AINA brunch during the ANA 

Convention in Detroit, Harry Flower gave a general report on the subject. Attending 

the ANA Convention were Harry Flower, Robert Leonard, Saul Needleman, Ben Odesser, and 

Don Oppenheim. 

SHOW AND TELL: Ben Odesser displayed a set of 9 parking tokens, all of them for Jewish 

businesses or institutions. These included Louis A. Weiss, Mount Sinai and Forkash 

Memorial Hospitials, Levinson's Jewelers, Wolke and Kotler, and Skolnick's Army and 

Navy Store. Harry Flower was next with a !-§- inch bronze medal for Admiral Hyman Rickover 

struck by the U.S. Mint at San Francisco. The medal was authorized by Congress on June 

23, 1982. A gold edition was presented to Admiral Rickover and the bronze types are 

available from the U.S. Mint (#536) at 55 Mint Street, San Francisco, CA 9^175 tor $1.75» 

including postage. The third exhibitor was Dr. Morris Goldberg with a complete set of 

4 medals issued by Israel to commemorate the 23rd Olympiad held in Los Angeles during 

July-August, 1984. The medals were shown in a deluxe olivewood presentation box and 

consisted of a gold 30 mm, gold 22 mm, silver 37 mm and bronze 70 mm piece. All four 
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medals share the design! shown above. Don Oppenheim showed a beautiful silver spice 
box made in Poland in the late 19th;century. It is always interesting tp-see such old 
ceremonial pieces at our meetings. Don also reported on the Jewish} situation injCentral 
and South America. The last exhibitor was Herbert Hubert who showed 5 old. books; of 
Judaic interest. These included a; HAGADAH in German and Hebrew printed in Shanghai, 
another HAGADAH from Kibbutz Brennerim Palestine, printed in the early 1920's, 'd 
Directory of Jewish Refugees in Shanghai after World War II, a Medical Directory of 
Shanghai of 1940 vintage, and a Bible printed in Germany about I79O. These are museum 
quality pieces. Herbert concluded with two silver YADs which he had made. | 

Our speaker of the evening was Chicago Coin Club member Mr. George Lill III, whoj spoke 
on the inflation rampant jin Batin America, with emphasis on Bolivia. -As:a resident, in 
several Latin Atnerican countries for over 3 years, Gborge has first hand knowledge of 
the conditions current there.'' He included many related topics including the telephone 
tokens, the problems, of cocaine trafficking, the Bank strike (resulting in a shortage 
of circulating paper money), etc. Members of INSI were able to relate this first hand 
picture of Latin American inflation to what is happening in Israel today. To illustrate 
his presentation, George showed a set of current Bolivian paper currency and coins. It 
was a most interesting presentation. George was presented with an AINA Educational 
Certificate at the Chicago Coin Club meeting November 14. At the end of his program, 
George gave each member present an envelope containing Bolivian stamps. 

PERSONALS: Congratulations are in order for the new arrival to the Robert Greensteins— 
a boy, David. INSI sends all the best to the family. President Robert Leonard, who 
missed the October meeting due to being out of town on business, now firlds that he will 
be in Japan November 28. Another officer will conduct the meeting. Mr. Leonard will 
be among the'missing at the December meeting also, visiting his parents' in! Florida. He 
hopes to put in an appearance at the January meeting. 

COIN ORDERS: For the first time in many years, the Israel Government Coins and Medals 
Corporation seems to be preparing to deliver its annual Hanukka coin(s) in time for 
Hanukka. This year the design is especially poignant—a Hanukkiya from the'Theresien- 
stadt Ghetto from World War II, presented to the Yad Vashem Museum in I98I by an; 
anonymous American. Two silver coins are being struck this year, a 2 sheqalim proof 
and a 1 sheqel BU. Orders will be taken at the November meeting. 
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The 173rd. Meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of Illinois (iNSl) will he held at 

BETH EMET SYNAGOGUE 
Dempster and Ridge 
Evanston, Illinois 

Wednesday, December 26, 1984 8:00 P.M. 

PROGRAM FOR DECEMBER: CHANNUKAH PARTY 

SPECIAL MEMBER'S NIGHT 

and I 
Members are invited to bring to an all Show and Tell meeting any coins, tokens, 
pamphlets,^ medals, Channukiahs, etc. dealing with Channukah. Let's see what kind of 
variety you can come up with in celebration of this holiday. The best presentation 
will receive a free latka! 

RECAP OF NOVEMBER MEETING: The 172nd meeting of the Israel Numismatic Society of 
Illinois was called to order at 8:30 p.m. with 16 members present including several 
who haven't attended for some time. It was nice having the gathering of the "clan" 
again. We look forward to seeing more of these members at future meetings. In the 
absence of the President and both Vice-Presidents, Bob Greenstein waived the regular 
order of business and introduced our guest speaker, Mr. Tom DeLorey, formerly with 
ANACS in Colorado Springs and now with Numisco Coin Co. where he authenticates and 
appraises U.S. coins. 

In conjunction with A.N.A. Slide Set #51, detection of counterfeit key cents and 
nickels, Tom presented a fascinating discussion of what an authenticator looks for in 
determining whether coins sent in to ANACS are genuine or not. Guided by Tom's 
expertise and free-flowing explanations, we were taken on a tour of die varieties, rubs, 
gouges, and tooling marks as features to watch for in buying rare date U.S. pennies, 
nickels, and dimes. We all look forward to a continuation of Tom's presentation on 
quarters and halves at a future meeting. 

Bob Greenstein discussed the Senate override of Gov. Thompson's veto of the bill to 
remove the Illinois sales tax on hobby and investment gold coins. Members are .asked 
to contact their Illinois Representatives to encourage them to concur with the 
override of the veto on S 1727. 

SHOW AND TELL: Don Oppenheim presented a series of 5-cent-size tokens in aluminum and 
in brass bearing the numbers 1, 2, 3> 4, or 5. He obtained these in Atlantic City but 
had no further information on them. Harry Flower showed two medals featuring famous 
Jews. One had a portrait of F!ranz Kafka (1883 - 1924), who was born in Prague but 
lived in Germany. Kafka wrote symbolic novels including The Trial, The Castle, and 
Amerika. The second medal featured Emil Rathenau (1838 - 1915)» a German industrialist 
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and engineer who founded A. E. G. Electric Gorp. and introduced 

the telephone into the German postal service. Ben Odesser dis¬ 

cussed a number of pamphlets which were mementos of the time he 

spent in Shanghai. Included in this series was a notice of the 

Jewish Recreation Club social dance held December ~}1, 1932 to¬ 

gether with a photograph taken at the dance (showing Ben) which 

appeared one week later in a Shanghai newspaper. A letter dated 

April 5, 1933, from the Shanghai B'nai B’rith to Ben invited him 

to attend Passover Services (’Seder). Tom DeLorey, the guest 

speaker, showed an 1804 dollar prepared from an altered 1800 dol¬ 

lar. The piece entered a coin collection in 1870 and passed from father to son and 

finally ended up in a trunk with the rest of the collection. Ninety-six years after 

the start of the collection, the estate of the widow called called Tom to appraise the 

collection which was valued at $1.5 million. The original owner bought the altered 

coin as a fake for $2 because he didn't want to 

spend $100 for a genuine 1804 dollar. A genuine 

1804 dollar went for $400,000 in a recent Bowers 

and Ruddy auction. Saul Needleman showed that 

the impossible is possible when he demonstrated 

that it is possible to buy the Brooklyn Bridge. 

He showed a one-foot piece of wood planking taken 

from the bridge during the reconstruction in 1976 

for the centennial celebration of thie bridge. 

The plank was stamped with a special seal and 

was accompanied by a letter of certification by 

a notary public in Brooklyn. Bob Greenstein 

showed an uncut sheet of 12 50 Sheqel Ben Gurion 

notes having a face value of about $1 (U.S.). 

These notes were recently offered for sale by 

the I.G.C.A.M.C. for the first time, at a price 

of $9.00 with a limit of one sheet per order. 

These are much rarer than corresponding sheets 

of U.S. currency issued recently. Many thanks 

to the six members who brought these interest¬ 

ing and unusual items to share with us. We 

appreciate it! We encourage everyone to,parti¬ 

cipate in Show and Tell, which is truly one of 

the highlights of our meeting. Surely every 

member can find something to bring relating to 

Channukah for our Channukah Party this month! 

BUSINESS; It was announced that a nominating committee consisting of Bob Greenstein, 

Joe Sporn, and Saul B. Needleman, Chairman, had been appointed to present a slate of 

officers for I985. Saul Needleman announced that' AINA had donated a special copy of 

The Shekel dealing with anti-Semitic money to the Beth Emet Synagogue library. 

The meeting was adjourned at 10:00 p.m. 


